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PROGRAMME 

The following papers, presented here in abstract form only, were 
delivered at the Fourteenth Annual Conference of the Linguistic Circle 
of Manitoba and North Dakota, held on November 19-20, at the 
University Center Lecture Bowl Room, University of North Dakota. 

The Annual Dinner was held at the Burgundy Room of the 
Holiday Inn. The banquet address, "Appearance and Reality in 
Chekhov and Pirandello," was given Professor Ben L. Collins of the 
University of North Dakota. 

A record number of eleven papers were read at the Conference. 
Professor Wynona H. Wilkins, University of North Dakota, had an 
attentive audience while dealing with semantic implications of the name 
"North Dakota." The snowstorm which the Canadian delegates experi
enced on their way to the meeting made some of her illustrations more 
than usually vivid. Readers will find her article, "The Idea of North 
Dakota," published in the North Dakota Quarterly, Winter, 1971, 
enjoyable and rewarding. 

In closing the Conference the President-Elect, Professor J.B. 
Rudnyckyj, announced that the next annual meeting will be held at 
The University of Manitoba, on October 20-21, 1972, and requested 
the members to submit titles of their prospective papers for the con
ference before July, 1972. 

SEQUENCE COMPLETION AND THE HISTORICAL 
PRESENT IN LATIN TRAGEDY 
John J. Gahan, III, The University of Manitoba 

The stylistic similarities within distinct genres of classical litera
ture are apparent to anyone with even a rudimentary acquaintance with 
the literature that makes up a given body. In epic, for instance, there is 
a distinct choice and use of words which distinguish it from elegy. The 
history of an Herodotus or a Livy would not likely be confused with 
the oratory of a Demosthenes or a Cicero. In this same vein the ques
tion arises as to whether the syntax, for instance, within a particular 
genre type is influenced by certain preferences or requirements of the 
genre or whether its development more closely parallels the develop-
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ment of the 
selection of the literature 

from two periods which are far 
natural in the 

InT1lmO'l'nr", in the language as a whole with the within 
the (liven body, one should come up with a reliable answer. 

are ~ .. n;:o .. ;:ot .. iI 

the 
total of around 1 

The comparison in usage of sequence completion and the histor
ical present is interesting as well as puzzling. The historical use of the 
present tense is represented by over twenty different passages in the 
tragedies of Seneca, but each passage, needless to say, does not contain 
an example of a subjunctive verb depending on an introductory histor
ical present. There are also examples of passages with historical presents 
and with historical presents governing verbs in the frag
ments. historical use of the present tense is meant the portraying of 
past events by the present tense of a verb. In such circumstances a past 
tense of the verb is logically and called for, but the 
present is employed to make the narrative more vivid. The usage, 
according to grammarians, to the spoken 
language, but finds its way into literature 

speech. Briefly, there are two possible ways to con-
ceive of the historical present in relation the of time of the 
'ute""."''' The first is that the the past events 
as occurring and passing in before his mind's eye at the 
precise moment of his relating them. In other words he transposes the 
time when these events took place from the past to the present. The 
other way is to consider the historical present in relation to the 
development of a 'tenseless' use of the present, for the modern 
English usage of the present tense for both the past and the future. By 
this method the reference to the past in the historical present is re
garded as due solely to context, the actual tense in this usage being 
entirely timeless. A further development of this theory is that the 
speaker, instead of transposing events from the past to the present, puts 
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himself back rather into the past. Little can be gained, however, by 
opting in favour of one view over another. Nor can it be determined 
which of the two explanations is correct. Each is suitable for our 
purposes. 

The problem is, however, how the tragedians regard the historical 
present when it governs a dependent subjunctive verb. Although a verb 
in the historical present is present in form, it is commonly best ren
dered by a past tense in translation. That the Romans, however, 
thought of historical presents as sometimes present and sometimes past 
is apparent from their use of both primary and secondary tenses in the 
dependent subjunctive. 

In the Lateinische Grammatik Leumann-Hofmann-Szantyr give a 
considerably abridged historical account of the use by select authors of 
subjunctive sequence after historical presents (p. 551 ).1 With Plautus 
the primary sequence prevails after an introductory historical present, 
but Terence uses secondary sequence about as often as primary. Sallust 
in the Catilina and Iugurtha (to chapter 25) never lets the subjunctive 
verb of a which is dependent on an historical present, stand next 
to this present if the subordinate verb is in secondary sequence. Caesar 
uses primary sequence specifically in indirect questions and purpose 
(final) while in the kinds of subordinate clauses which usually 
precede the main for example certain kinds of cum-clauses, he 
shows marked (three times as many) for secondary 
sequence. it seems, makes more or less the same distinctions as 
Caesar. Hence the - One hesitates to use the word 'rule' -
that the construction is sequence for dependent subjunctives 
preceding the historical present and primary sequence 
(though well occur) for those that follow. The trend 
from Plautus to then, seems to indicate an increasing use of 
secondary sequence with the historical present and stricter limits as to 
where one sequence as opposed to the other can be employed. 

Examination of sequence completion and the historical present in 
Latin tragedy actually shows that, unlike his predecessors in the writing 
of tragedy, Seneca prefers primary to secondary sequence in combina
tion with historical presents. There is no consistency of usage within 
the genre of tragedy. Seneca as well does not follow the historical 
tendency, which is increased use of secondary subjunctive tenses with 
historical presents, nor, for that matter, do the early tragedians either. 
They prefer secondary sequence in opposition to both Plautus and 
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Terence. moreover, the that 
preceding the main historical verb are secondar 
tend to be primary. The difference in usage between the trage
dians and comedians may be an accident of There are far 
fewer lines of than comic lines of either Plautus 
or Terence. Why Seneca uses sequence almost t:1I.'I.;1\.!,"HIt:1V 

a kind of historical trend - is another 
a philosopher; a and a 

dramatist. His love of rhetoric must no doubt be taken into account 
when one too, the vividness of over 

with historical presents. The is a curious one. An 
examination of other writers whose rhetorical may 
give some future clue. 

1 Leumann-Hofmann-Szantyr, Lateinische Grammatik (Muliers Handbuch der 
Altertumswissenschaft, II, H),(Munich, 1965). 

MALLARME'S "A LA NUE ACCABLANTE TU" 
Paul J. Schwartz, of North Dakota 

1 Ala nue accablante tu 
2 Basse de basalte et de laves 
3 A meme les echos esclaves 
4 Par une trompe sans vertu 

5 Quel sepulcral naufrage 
6 Le ecume, mais y baves) 
7 Supreme une entre les epaves 
8 Abolit Ie mat devetu 

9 Ou cela que furibond faute 
10 De quelque perdition haute 
11 Tout l'abfme vain eploye 

12 Dans Ie si blanc cheveu qui trafne 
13 Avarement aura noye 
14 Le flanc enfant d'une sirene. 

This poem's ambiguity begins with the first word, a capital "A" 
which can be interpreted either as a preposition or as the third person 
singular form of the verb avoir. In the first line we also find the "nue 
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accablante" either a heavy cloud or a naked woman, and 
"tu", either the second person familiar subject pronoun or the past 
participle of the verb taire, to silence. Taking into account all of these 
possibilities, one can understand the first line alone in six different 
ways. 

"Basse", the first word of the second line is either the feminine 
form of the adjective meaning low or a noun meaning reef. The word 
"trompe" in the fourth line offers perhaps the strangest variety of 
meanings: it is possibly the third person singular of the verb tromper, to 
deceive, or a noun meaning trumpet, the trunk of an elephant, a type of 
seashell, a kind of architectural form, a pump or a tube. Nardis 
suggests that it might be trombe, a tornado or whirlwind. 

One other major ambiguity in the poem is the word "cela" in the 
ninth line; it is either a neuter pronoun meaning that or the third 
person singular of the verb celer in the simple past (celer, to hide). 
Other ambiguous words are "vertu " , either force or virtue, "abolit" 
which is either in the present or simple past tense, "faute", either lack, 
sin or error, "perdition", damnation or shipwreck, "abime", either the 
depths of the ocean or the depths of hen, and "flanc", either the 
mermaid's side or her breast. 

The ambiguities of language in this sonnet permit one to define 
three different categories of motifs: shipwreck motifs, sexual motifs 
and motifs of damnation. 

The shipwreck motifs dominate the poem. Many nautical terms, 
"basse" , "mat", "epaves", "ecume" and "sirime" are surrounded by 
images of destruction and death: "accablante", "sepulcral", 
"naufrage", "aboUt", , "noye". On its most literal leveL the 
poem describes the loss at sea of an unknown boat. 

The sexual motifs begin with the possibility that the u nue" in the 
first line is a naked woman. The eighth line suggests a virile mate for the 
naked woman in the image of the upright and unclothed mast. 
Sexuality also resides on the surface of the water in the presence of the 
foam, inextricably linked in Mallarme's imagination with the birth of 
Venus. The last line of the sonnet evokes the image of the mermaid, the 
seductive child born and destroyed within the tempestuous sea. 

Motifs of sin and punishment cast a curious upon the sexual 
imagery. The combination of words "trompe sans vertu" in the first 
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and the noun "faute" in the ninth line suggest moral 
enslavement of the perhaps to the punis;hulerlt 
wood nymph of the mermaid are 

notions of "n&>rr!;H,,,, 

evoke the infernal damnation which awaits the 
corrupt. 

But the sonnet is about a shipwreck. No 
the syntax can the of sex, and punishment 
into the And yet, these 
below the surface of this poem 

death and damnation. 

The most delicate aspect of any of this poem is the 
syntax. I have tried to demonstrate that the poem is evocative and 

even the syntax seems hopelessly obscure. In 
the poem is even more meaningful when it is not rationally 

for in to unscramble the syntax we must elim-
inate certain possible interpretations. But we must pay hommage to 
MaHarme as a master of the French language who takes no liberties with 
its grammar. 

Emilie Noulet and Nardis both understand the critical last 
word of the first line as the past participle of the verb take. Mrs. Noulet 
believes it is an modifying while Mr. Nardi:; main-
tains that it forms with the first word of the line the passe 
ICUIllU'U"'" of the verb take whose is "10. nue". The line should 
then be understood: "The cloud has silenced ... " I agree 
with this of the first line. I disagree with Mr. 
Nardis concernina the obiect of the verb. I believe that the obiect of 

a noun clause whose is 
whose verb is "aboUt" and whose direct is "Ie mat". The poem 
then tells us that "the cloud has hidden what rlM+hlu 

<::hinwr",,..k the naked mast." 

,.,,,,,+,,,,,i,,, we find that lines 2-4 line 
one. "Basse" is an which with its describes the 
heaviness of the black cloud. The third line tens us to what extent the 
cloud has hidden or silenced the shipwreck and the fourth line tells us 

what means it was done. It is to accept Nardis's 
that the is a tornado 

means of which the cloud swallows up the We must, how-
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ever, assume that the poet knew what he was doing. The "trompe" is 
probably Triton's trumpet whose wailing drowns out the sounds of the 
shipwreck. 

The rest of the poem presents few difficulties. The parentheses 
within the second quatrain contain an apostrophe addressed to the only 
witness of the disaster, the foam which dumbly drools. The seventh line 
is in apposition with "Ie mat" and emphasizes the erect though crum
bling nature of the mast. 

The two tercets present an alternate image; the poet admits that 
the shipwreck is not the only possible interpretation of the scene which 
he witnesses. The alternate vision begins with the passe simple of the 
verb celer whose subject is still the cloud. This interpretation of the 
structure of the poem accords to it a symmetry which is lacking in 
other interpretations: the overpowering cloud has silenced the image of 
the quatrains or it hid the image of the tercets. The cloud has either 
silenced the deathly shipwreck which destroyed even the mast of a ship, 
or perhaps for lack of a real shipwreck, the cloud just hid the death of a 
mermaid amidst the furious waves. The only line in the tercets which 
presents any real obscurity is the twelfth to which Nardis has given a 
very valid interpretation: the white hair is the thin line of foam which 
remains on the surface of the water as it closes in over the drowned 
mermaid. 

This poem is in many ways a poetic sketch for Un Coup de Des. 
It reproduces not only the thematics and imagery of the larger work 
but also its rhythm. Robert Cohn defines it as a cyclical alternation of 
suggestions of height, corresponding to masculine imagery, and sugges
tions of depth, corresponding to feminine imagery. The low-hanging 
cloud is feminine, the tall mast masculine and the mermaid, drowned 
below the water, obviously feminine. The poem's accent marks also 
reproduce this rhythm. Six circumflexes retrace the pattern which cul
minates with the falling accent grave over the poem's last syllable. 

In order to appreciate the full significance of the poem, we must 
remember the secondary preoccupations which lie below the surface, 
the sexual imagery, the suggestion of destruction and damnation. One 
might justifiably ask: what is the relationship between sexuality and a 
shipwreck? Fortunately, we can call upon the entire body of Mallarme's 
poetry to help us answer this question. First of eroticism in 
Mallarme's imagination is almost invariably linked to an aquatic milieu. 
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A desired woman is often perceived bathing or swimming or with water 
streaming from her body. in Mallarme's imagination, 

is basically a destructive force: nineteenth century physiology 
believed in the effect of in sex. Many 
nineteenth century personalities, some contemporaries of 
were intimately with the destructive side of eroticism. The 

an of massive destruction in the midst of a vast and 
sensual sea, is then an appropriate metaphor for the sexual act. 

a for creation in gen-
and more creation. Like sex, creation 

is a destructive act, the poet sacrifices himself in the creation of a work 
of art. The three poems of Mallarme which deal with an 
accident at sea are all saved from nihilistic conclusions some 
remnant symbolic of an eternal then of a work of art. 
The sonnet "Salut" evokes in the second tercet a star; the 

of Un de Des runs the hope of a constellation. What 
remains in the sonnet we are considering is the low in 
the as if with basalt and lava. But basalt is the stuff that 
tombstones are made of - at least in Mallarme's imagination. The cloud 
is thus transformed into a tombstone which sits upon the ~,:"~"',.,,.'" 

shinwreck and silences it forever. But the tombstone and one has 
to consider MaHarme's interest in the tombstone epitaph 

of the faith he has in the transcendental nature of the 
word "basalte" suggests in itself this transcendence: a dissection of the 
word takes us from the of the grave to the hiqh altitude of 
heaven. 

And so the tombstone sits upon the sea which en'weIIOn!~s 
remains of the act of creation. a monument to that act, a 

SANDHI AS A PROBLEM OF THE 
"GENERATIVE-TRANSFORMATIONAL" LINGUISTICS 
J.B. Tn;v"'II'"~;tv of Manitoba 

As a special case of the syntax-phonetics sandhi is defined the 
author as juncture or interverbal (interglossal) change occur-

in situations where the end of the word is influenced as 
to its form bv the bemnnina of the foUowilla word. or vice versa. 
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As such sandhi was neglected in the investigation of "deep" and 
"surface" levels in the generative-transformational description of the 
lingual phenomena. 

Examples from the standard and colloquial English in North 
American might serve here as a good material for introduction to the 
problem. It is well-known, e.g., that the phrase as yet is often pro
nounced in the colloquial speech: leez' jet I with a lesser or greater 
degree of palatalization of the consonant Iz' I. In terms of the 'transfor
mational' theory we are faced here with the following phenomenon: 

syntactic deep level (sdl): as yet 
phonological (deep) level (ph 1): I eez jet I 
surface levels: 

phonetic standard realization (ssl): I eez jet I 
phonetic colloquial realization (csl): lrez' jet I 
phonetic and colloquial realization, 

(-a variable of csl): I eez jet /. 
Formula: sdl phl == ssl =1= csl csl, 

is to be read as follows: Syntactic deep level of the English phrase as 
yet is identical with its phonological and standard surface (phonetic) 
realization, but differs from its colloquial pronunciation leez jet I exist
ing parallel with its palatal variable leez jetl. In other words, the 'trans
formation' of the syntactic deep level phrase as yet, phonologically 
internalized in the mentality of speakers of the twentieth century as 
leez jet/ and so realized on the surface level of the standardized English 
orthoepy, has a colloquial variable / rez' jet / with a coronally palatalized 
I z' I, or even leei jet Iwith a dorsal palatal li/. 

Another, more complicated, example offers the last year. 
The end of the first component last is voiceless and this voicelessness is 
observable on both deep and surface levels. However, the element of 
regressive assimilation (palatalization) appears in the colloquial pronun
ciation, viz. 

sdl 
last year 

phI 
I last j e :1 

55I 

I last j e:/ 
csl 

Ilast' j e : I 
csll 

Ilasis je :1 
Accordingly, the formula for last year would be as follows: 

sdl =1= = ssl =1= csl csll' 

One can go on and on with such examples as he has your (book), 
(come) as you (are), would you (do it), etc., to arrive at the nearly 
identical colloquial pronunciations of the kind: 
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watch your (name) 
what's your (name) 

/ w::Jts jU:J (nelm) I 

As a supra-categorial phenomenon sandhi offers a great variety of 
concrete cases where syntactic, phonological and phonetic interrela
tions are observable not only in synchronic description, but also in 
diachronic perspective ... 

In discussing the Russian colloquial language recently, E.A. 
Zemskaya offers the following interesting examples (Voprosy 
Jazykoznanija, No.5, p. 

B PH POJIh ~OlleTIPIeCI,oll c,IlCTelllbI B IIepe,n;a'1e UlJ~Olma
I.\llll CHllF],8nU 3a C'lOT YCllJIeUUJI p0;JU IlUTOHaI\HOnllbIX cpe,n;CTB, a;eCTa, )lll

lIlIlKIl, IICrrOJlb30BHHHJI 3lHUlIrJI 06CT~UIOBnH PC'lH, a TaI;a;e BCJIC;\CTBlJe 6:!lJ3-
Roro KOHTaKTa c06eCe.1\IIIIEoB. B CBJI3H C 8TlDl B03pacTaeT pom, JIBile1lJlJI Heii:

Tpa:uBal\lUl. 3BYKlI l\lDryT ClIJII,110 lII€HJITI, CDOIl Ka'leCTBa, oCilu6JIHTI,CH II 

CODCClI! IIC'lC3aTh B 1l0TOKe pe'1H, Tal, '11'0 '1aC1'I, ~OIlelll D CilOBax OEa3I,maeTCJI 

COD cell! He Ilpe;\CTaDilellIIoll. IIPIIBC,n;Cl\! lIeCKOJlhKO nprmepOB: e.l!eCme c me.lt 
[B')1'3C.'T';'m], pa3se :!Ice [pam'f!;], no npaU/leu .1lepe [rraI,paIDI'sp'n"j, nepeblU 
pas In'3pa6], /laao cnaaamb [HCfi'hT'j. 

The forms in brackets represent the "surface level" of less known 
modern colloquial sandhi phenomena in Russian from nineteenth cen
tury Russian, which uses ss for gosudar' I sudar' and other rare 'abbrev
iations' of this type. 

POETIC FREEDOM OF IMITATION: JOHANN ELIAS SCHLEGEL'S 
~"""","~nY~ AS ILLUSTRATED BY HIS "CANUT" 
Esther H. T"i""rdt" of North Dakota 

Johann Elias Schlegel illustrates in his Canut the doctrine of 
"poetic freedom" when he creates for his poem a protagonist 

characteristics with the historical Kina Knut 
the in invented details. 

serves as a means of 
expression, and not as an object of imitation; history plays a subordi
nated role that does not limit the poet in his creative approach to exact 
accuracy of details. I 
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To Schlegel, "poetic freedom" is attained by choosing those basic 
elements of the object to be imitated which harmonize with the most 
emphatic qualities of the historical character, but which do not always 
reflect that accuracy of details which distinguishes the historian. His 
way of portraying human qualities in a dramatic character reflect much 
more his own ideal, a humanitarian attitude which he called 
"Menschlichkeit" or "Menschenliebe." It is a combination of the 
rational modern and the idealized classical spirit of the German 
Englightenment. The object of Schlegel's imitation grew out of a most 
sophisticated culture. He wished to present as a universal human King 
Knut the Great, a historical figure who, by virtue of his lack of 
cation, was seemingly just the opposite. 

To illustrate Schlegel's doctrine, five of the characteristics of the 
personality chosen as the object of imitation will be examined in the 
light of what he calls Menschlichkeit or Menschenliebe. We will examine 
the sources he used and the works he could have used but does not 
mention. OUf purpose is to show how, on these five issues, they reflect 
the historical King Knut the Great's personality. Schlegel acknowledges 
his debt to the Danish historian, Saxo Grammaticus, and to his book, 
the Gesta Danorum. He mentions the Knytlinga Saga, which, however, 
he treats as less important. The Witherlaghs-Ratt, a code of behavior for 
warriors supposedly inspired by King Knut, motivates the thematic 
aspects of the tragedy. Old English Chronicles and Snorri Sturlusson's 
Heimskringla are also examined. 

The first quality, the rational mind, is essential to the Schlegel 
hero: "Der Mensch hat nichts edleres an sich, als dass er denkt ... " says 
the author in his Vorrede zu Theatralische Werke. According to 
historical material, Knut's intelligence had two major qualities: he was 
wise and His wise mind is clearly evident from the written docu
ments he left explaining the success of his methods for consolidating his 
great conquests into a lasting empire. Slyness as a method of action was 
not considered unvirtuous in the old Germanic code of ethics. The 
manner in which Knut had prepared his attack against Olav 
through a systematic campaign of bribing dissident Norwegians and 
Swedes,2 and the way he assured for himself the English throne, show 
the skill of a sophist lawyer. 

Secondly, Menschenliebe includes the concept of disinterested 
utopian love for human beings. Canut, the hero, is involved in helping 
practically all the characters of the tragedy in one way or another. 
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Knut the Great showed unselfish to his sister Estrithe and 
forgave her husband a Swedish hero who betrayed him. 

Thirdly, Schlegel's hero is master of himself, is part 
of his culture. In emotions are never allowed to reason. 
When faced with the task of iudaina Ulfo, Schlegel shows his Canut 

duty, and the ,",V,IA'!-'""""'\'! 

desire to forgive, as his would dictate. The 
decision is made or emotional arguments play no 
role at all. In Saxo the decision of the historical is motivated 
irritation caused Ulfo. It remains unclear whether the orders 
were due to a spontaneous decision or a desire to enforce the 
which did not allow under any circumstances ridicule of the warriors. 3 

Canut is unable to be his 
humanitarian views are and repeated the 

The historical Knut's rule can be divided into two phases, 
each with a great the first conquest the 

consolidation and stabilization of power. He succeeded in both. 
Knut cannot be considered or 

his bv force. None of the historical sources 

The fifth and last 
towards for'eicrners 

is that Schlegel shows 
This attitude is natural for a Saxon of the 

when the court was divided between Catholic and 
and shared Saxon and Polish cultural This is also a 

like Knut the 

are all historical 
and the fictional hero's benevolent nrnt",,.,tirm 

with the historical sources, will be mcreasmg!y 
the coincidence of the main characteristics of Knut the 

and Canut the the historian and the artist agree to a sur-
extent when creats this of an ?'xtl";!milin 

person and a great His creative ::>",,,,,.,.,,,,'11 
away from strict historical accuracy, in order to build a valid artistic 

to achieve a desired relevance to the and 
even, when necessary, to and with invented details certain 

elements of the historical character and events. In of 
the appearance of some qualities typical of the Enliahtenment of 
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Schlegel's epoch, with its nea-classical puritanism, and in spite of the 
disappearance of the realistic vigor of the old chronicles, we can state 
that no contradiction exists between the general picture of the histor
ical figure and the protagonist of Schlegel's tragedy. 

I J.E. Schlegel, "Vorbericht" zu Canut (Stuttgart: Philipp Reclam, Jun., 1967, 
p. 8. "Man hat der Dichtkunst schon Hingst eine solehe ja eine noch grossre 
Gewalt liber die Geschichte urn desto williger vergonnet, da diejenigen, die mit 
Hauptbegriffen von der Historie zufrieden sind, an dergleichen Nebenumstanden 
nichts verijeren, diejenigen aber, die die Begebenheiten Zeitcn auf das 
genauste kennen wollen, sic nicht in den Gedichten suchen. 

2 Practically all the old Chronicles mention 
Sturiusson in the Noregs Konunga sogur 
Chapter 130. 

well as Snorri 
Helga Saga), 

3 Saxonis Gesta Danorum. Ed. by Levin and Munksgaard, Liber decimus, p. 292. 

THE MODAL AUXILIARY VERB CAN: SOME 
SEMANTIC PROBLEMS 
D.N. Walton, of 

The aim of this paper was to examine and evaluate a 
type of of the modal verb CAN. 

to this to say I can do x means that there is no 
sufficient condition for my not x. This is as 

There is no true proposition set of proposition 
ically sufficient for the truth of the nrono~iti(m 
event will not 

and further expllcated. as 

p can be true = df there does not exist a set of true 
tions that details ~ p. 

Defining 'p is consistent with q' in the usual fashion as 'p does not 
entail the negation of q', we get an equivalence to 0), 

(1') p can be true = df P is consistent with every true proposi
tion. Thus expressed, the analysis promises to be of potentially great 
explicative value - we have explicated CAN via the logical concepts of 
truth, entailment and negation. 

Next, we set down four conditions of material adequacy for any 
analysis of CAN. Read Cp as 'p can be true'. 
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) If P then 
.. ) If - Cp then ~ p. 

(R2) 'If then p' must not hold. 
'If~ p then ~ Cp' must not hold. 

There are even stronger reasons for requiring (R2) and its 
in (R'2) than their obvious intuitiveness. If we were to reject (R2) and 
allow p' while jointly allowing (Rl), Cp', we would be main-

the == p'. That is: 'p can be true' would be 
to 'p is true'. Here we would have what we can a 

and hence 
these 

we reason as follows. Assume p is false. Then p is inconsistent with at 
least one true ~ p. Therefore the definition 
p can't be true. Hence if p is false then p cannot be 
true. This is a clear violation of So we see that as 
IJ'''I..I'''I)'':' as it may seem, is inconsistent with even the most minimal set 

conditions for CAN. 

We try to to avoid this except 
that attempts at modification also exhibit an embarrassing to 
violate our conditions of adeauacv. For example we try 

(1' 1) P can be true = df P is consistent with every true proposi
tion except - p. 

But here the same arises. Assume that p is false. Then 
is true and inconsistent with p. and is violated. Aaain we 

try 

p can be true == df P is consistent with every true con
unctivelv atomic proposition except ~ p. 

But trouble can be found even here. Again, assume that p is false. 
Then is true and inconsistent with p. These 
may suggest an to the concept of normal 
it appears that we must ban not certain 
propositions from the set, but also their 

this modification leads to difficulties. 
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An alternative I suggest is 

(I' 3) P can be true at time t = df P is ccnsistent at t with every 
that is true before it. 

Here tensed proposItlOns, in order to to the consistency set, 
must refer only to events that took before t. Since true tenseless 
propositions (laws of nature or logic) are true at all 
they would all belong to the consistency set. 

Next, I propose a number of overtonal of CAN that are 
on the two basic meaninas as follows. 

T-RELATIVE POSSIBILITY PERMISSION 

Ability~ Autho~cutionary 
Capability Hyperbole Regulation Overtones 
Characteristic Entitlement 1. Volunteering 

2. Suggestion 
3. Request 
4. Command 

CONTRASTES LEXICAUX ENTRE 
LE FRANCAIS ET L 'ESPAGNOL 
Roberto de la of North Dakota 

De toutes les langues romanes la est celIe qui Ie 
dans son evolution du tronc latin. Ses transformations ont ete 

beaucoup plus et intenses que celles de l'espagnol et de l'italien. 

La raison selon Henri Hubert, c'est que les Gaulois 
"ont Ie latin par la vaie de la paresse." Le latin en Gaule a 
eprouve depuis la conquete romaine l'epoque carolingienne de 

contractions de svUabes. de multiples relachements d'articula-
tion. 
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Dans Ie:; sie;cles suivants 
commence a s'amu'ir. Le fralnQais 

pronon<;;ait encore, 

et ee raeeourcissement des mots amena des ilmpmuum'::jlt<l; 

gage par l'identite ohoniaue de nombreux 
hodie: "en ce 

cet inconvenient en hUlUllyt<dl! 

mots; a ain:;! cree forme renforcee 
es!pal[lnOl, par contre, 

Contrairement celle 1 'evolution de 

les debuts de 

Si nous ouvrons cote a cote dictionnaire "~lJa~lu\"", 
et un troisieme _ ••..•. "'1-

ferer des mots de sianification 

apprend 
extremement que les U!l;Ul""'dU 

Ced est dii a deux raisons 
l'evolution des moeurs, 
de etc.; 2) 

Malherbe au debut du XVHe siecie. 

Brunot la disparition d'une foule de jo!is mots que nous 
ne pouvons par des periphrases. Je ne retiens de sa 
liste que Ie mot ennoitier: "Commencer a faire nuit." Nous l'avons en 

anochecer: "tomber la nuit." 

J'ai ete par Ie nombre considerable de mots de I'ancien 
tres ressemblants ou presque 

En lisant texte du mn'l1~n·;in'" 
ces mots une moisson abondante. 

On sait que Ie latin est entre en a la fin du HIe siede 
av.J.C. La Gaule a done un siede at demi de retard par rapport a 
U:;~)dUld quant a l'influenee de la 

du latin dans la peninsule a eontribue 
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)) 

) 

j) 

Le substrat eeltibim;; est et superstrat 
. dans Ia formation du 

pour une centaine de mots de son VUlc.;ilIJUldU 

la cote du Levant fut peu 
l!:sl)aQ'nois par la nation dominatrice 

sieeles de son Le royaume visiqothiq 
sieeles influa peu sur Ie sort de 
nitivement enracinee dansla vie espagnole. 
solide:; et durables. et 

arabe:; se consaeraient a les sciences et Ies arts et a 
conserver Ie de l'ancienne Grece. Le de cuI· 
ture du continent a Cordoue des Ie VIIIe 
et sa renommee attira 
d'Italie et 

L'influence arabe se manifeste dans la vie du 
tous ses aspects et elle subsiste dans Ie vocabulaire 

arabe. mains de quatre mille mots 

Les mots nrOli"Y'lt"'II'.'JI14I11"n IranQalS ne 

n:mpl<:it:t< par "essuie-mains", "serviette de toilette." 

la perte de 
"ici dedans " , qui ne 

'pyrwp!:!:inn "Ie de eeans." 

Marouzeau cite une de mots, pour la 
n'ont pas de en Comme il ne cite pas de 

mots espagnols, je vous donnerai les suivants: 

une survivance du 
at 

D'abord caux 
nombre duel: 
suegros Monsieur at Madame los 
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duc et la duchesse de ambos sendos, 
pour 

D'autres mots ne peuvent se traduire en que 
par des Quelques-uns marquent des rapports familiaux: nieto 
(petit-fils); suegro (beau-pere); suegra (belle-mere), cunado, cunada 
(beau-frere, belle-soeur). 

de et son 
on n"emplOle demoiselle que rarement, dans la 

ou bien en d 'une viei11e fille au d 'une demoiselle 
de magasin. En il existe cinq synonymes pour la 
fille: moza, muchacha, doncella, senorita 
appartiennent aussi au vieux franqais). 

La Hste de mots espagnols dont la traduction en franqais ne peut 
se faire que par une pedphrase est considerable, par ex.: les verbes 
escampar (Cesser de pleuvoir), asomarse (apparaftre ou montrer Ie tete a 
la fenetre, a la porte), atardecer (decliner ou tomber Ie jour), re
lampaguear (faire des eclairs). 

"Mais ce n'est pas seulement en franqais qu'il manque des mots 
que d'autres peuples ont reussi a creer pour exprimer certaines idees 
d'une faqon adequate. En espagnol aussi, il faut des circonlocutions 
pour traduire des mots franqais, tels que tartine (rebanada de pan), 
desormais (en 10 adelante), Ie lendemain (el dia despues, el dia 
siquiente), chez (en casa de), etc. 

En dans la Chanson de Roland et dans d'autres oeuvres 
litteraires du nous avons 
communs a l'ancien franqais et a vivants dans 
l'espagnol de nos disparus en dans 
les vieux texte:;; une force expressive, des sonorites 
sont comme des fleurs fanees douees d'un et "'M~''1~~ 
Ainsi: maltalantis 
soler: "avoir l'habitude"); doloir 

ambos: "tous les 
oir: 

La vieille 
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doler: "faire mal", 
ardoir, ardre 

etc. 

La Bruyere constate la disparition du verbe souloir 
de l'epoque avait prefere la pedphrase avoir l'habitude ou etre 
accoutume; et l'auteur des Caracteres ajoute: 

"Moult, latin, etait dans son temps d'un meme merite, et 
je ne vois pas par ou beaucoup sur lui".3 

Ce vieux mot moult a mucho, muy. 

Si au XVIIe sifJCle la bonne societe et les ecrivains en France 
s'efforcent de . un vocabulaire choisi et 

en faisant fi de la vieille 
pnJ.IO!iopmClue et politiaue et les 

les d'ordre 
des sciences au XVII Ie siecle 

provoquent un enorme enrichissement lexical. 

En Espagne la litterature dans de ses genres reflete 
l'action, la pensee, les sentiments, les passions aussi bien des Grands que 
du peuple; it n'y a pas, a proprement parler, comme en une 

et une autre Les auteurs n'ont aucun saud 
quant a l'usage des mots leur ill> s'en servent en 
a Dleines mains dans Ie tresor immense du fonds ancestral de la 

Au XIXe siecle les ecrivains et les artistes 
honneur Ie que les avaient 
Romantisme jusqu'a nos jOUfS, de nombreux ecrivains se sont a 

dans leurs ecrits des mots ces non seulemen t 
donnent de la a !'idee, ils rehaussent aus:;i par leur etrangete la 
beaute litteraire. 

1 F. Brunot: Histoire de fa langue fram,aise, 1966, Vol. I, p. 350. 

2 J. Marouzeau: Aspects du Fram,ais, 1963, pp. 198 et suiv. 

3 J. de La Bruyere: Oeuvres completes, NRF, 1951, pp. 432-434. 

APPEARANCE AND REALITY IN CHEKHOV 
AND PIRANDELLO 
Ben L. of North Dakota 

Although Appearence-Reality is a overused term, it is the 
one that best allows us to perceive the ironic in literature. In its most 

shows us that what appears to be 
truth is 
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Kenneth Burke's formula for irony, "What goes forth as A, returns as 
non-A," is helpful for our purposes, for it points out that peripety is 
often the key to analysis in both classical and modern fictions. 

In many fictions (d. Oedipus, so with dramatic irony) 
Appearance and Reality is simplicity itself, but it is often presented in 
an extremely form. For example, the appearances may be 

(A> A> A) or or they may affect more characters than 
the "hero"; or appearance and or may 
merge or fuse may exist or appearance 
may or vice versa For when the 
author excludes dramatic the audience is often in the of 

similar to the characters on the stage or in the fiction. 

In Chekhov's Uncle Vanya, the treatment of H.ppe;iUCln 

might be A>R>A=R. That is to say that what for 
and Sonya has appeared to be true, 

to believe it, is true and will remain so. and Realitv have 
equated and are frozen in time. 

Chekhov's is that instead of one and 
meaning something he says and means it, but 
either causes the audience to see the or causes the audience to 
postpone the irony until the characters themselves see it. 

If in Uncle appearance in The Three Sisters 
reality is found to be worse than appearance: A>R> A=R-. Because of 
U_, __ k_ the sisters are driven from the the last of 

so that the crass, materialistic world of Natasha can 
their work 

o",..."'<>,,~~ even as illusion. 

same replacement of "aristo
cratic" family by the the descendants of as the 
entire menage is forced into a real rather than a voluntary exile. These 
plays are not comedies, but ironic tragedies. 

Pirandello's plays also equate appearance and reality, but in a some
what different manner. It Is So! (If You Think So) might be formulized: 
An>A=R or A>A>A>A=R. The discrepancies between the truths of 
Ponza and Signora Froia, the non-resolving comments of Signora Panza 
which give credibility to both versions of the truth, and the "gimmick" 
of the destroyed city anow us to see that the hypothetical truth of the 
play (though other avenues of interpretation are not closed) is that 
there is no truth. Appearance and reality equate. 
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The formula for IV be AR>A=R>A+R>R>R+A. 
That is, the protagonist's first close tie with IV was when he 
willingly assumed the task of him for the pageant At 
the time of his madness, he "became" and when that 
madness he was both and himself 
fessed his sanity, he existed again in the real world 
but after his revenge, be became both himself and "forever" 

here the truth is that one can ever 
be anyone. 

Six Characters in Search of an 
Own Way. and Toniaht We the appe<lralIlC€~-reaH,tv 

Characters in a though created "pure" in the mind of the 
author, must be presented by actors (who have mclep,enl:lerlt 
their own) and a director (who is not their 
work can neither be judged in the theatre nor be Dr. Hinkfuss 
says in Tonight We unless it can give of itself. "no 

actors but its own characters that 
assumed flesh and voice." The three plays use, respectively, character 
versus actor, the key (a chiave, a clef; a drama based upon a "real-life" 

with the "keys" of that happening present in the 
and a technique like the commedia dell'Arte the author 
represented a sketch of upon which the actors may 
improvise. 

Thus have Chekhov and Pirandello utilized the concept of 
so that it became for them not a 

phHo:so]:)hy of art. 

ANALYSIS OF FRENCH TEXTS: 
THEORY AND PRACTICE 
Paul A and J. Colin An",",U"""''', Universitv of Manitoba 

a convenient theoretical base for com-
of prose because he wrote no novels and died 

in 1945. Thus he cannot be accused of 
scattered 

his pages we can find the elements of a coherent of the noveL 
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Valery defines the novelist's goal as the production of the sus
pension of disbelief. He recognizes three means of achieving it: the 
evocative power of words, the fictitious structures of plot, characteri
zation and atmosphere, and the introduction of true-to-life details, 
which must work together for a common aim. This leads to the theo
retical justification for computer-aided study. 

In prose fiction, the evocative power which Valery recognizes is, 
of necessity, created through frequent use of a single key word, or of 
words related to a single concept, that is to say a theme. The most 
frequent words or themes can be identified by computer - even a word 
list or a concordance can do the job. Then the theme, or themes, can be 
related to the rest of the work in such a way as to shed light on the 
fictitional structures of plot, characterization and atmosphere, and to 
show why the author chose to incorporate certain aspects of reality, 
rather than certain others, into his work. In theory at least, the com
puter, by providing factual information about themes, can lay the foun
dation for a general interpretation of works of prose fiction. It is defi
nitely not a question of making broad extrapolations on the sole basis 
of the frequency of a given word or theme. It is much less a question of 
setting up computer-aided stylistics as an arcane pseudo-science. The 
computer is used for what it can do best: manipulating data. It provides 
the critic with objective criteria to which he applies his trained sensi
tivity and interpretative power. This approach has been used to study 
the theme of water in Camus's lila Pierre que pousse", the theme of 
doubt in Beckett's En attendant Godot, and the violence theme in 
Celine's Voyage au bout de la nuit. 

This method has 'I'v,~;~i"" results in the form of interpre-
tations which can stand on their own merits as literary analysis; it can 
be justified in terms of an accepted theory of literature. Its drawback so 
far has been the amount of time and boring work needed to trace the 
frequency and distribution of themes, using a word list or concordance. 
We are now constructing a computerized system for thematic analysis 
of texts, which should overcome this problem (See Table 1). The fre
quency and distribution of single words, specified themes, groups of 
themes, and even grammatical classes of words can be analysed. Bar 
graphs will show their frequency and distribution throughout the text, 
or in any portion of the text. Specialized concordances, or frequency 
and distribution tables can also be produced. Two sub-systems are being 
created: one for producing, from the texts, complete lists of words 
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from which rapid and efficient searches can be 
creating lists of words evoking themes. 

Table 1 System for :nm ..... ?"'r Aided 

Thematic ....... """,,. 

another for 

<IlG:> 

~~ 
3 
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The first subsystem adds grammatical information, such as part of 
speech and basic form, to the record for each text word, so that 
searches can be done on the basic form rather than on the inflected 
forms of words (See Table 2). The vertical list is in alphabetical order 
and contains each word in a text, identification of its position, and a 
context line. 
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Table 2 System for Addition of Grammatical 
Information to Vertical lists 

GRM 10 x 

~ 
GRM 20 

GRM 50 

Enter 
HCE 
Code 

The process of information with 
GRMIO, a program which uses the vertical list and the master form file 
as input, and outputs a file of card images. The header card shows that 
information follows for a new computable that is to say a group 
of letters which may in fact be several different words in the true sense. 
The grammar cards provide sets of grammatical information 
for this computable word. One grammar card is made up for each true 
word. These grammar cards are taken by the program from the master 

if are in it. The sequence cards record all the of 
t"l""l'mTmt"hll .. word, and leave a space for a number that 

shows which grammar card matches each occurrence of the word. The 
concordance to the vertical list is available to aid in 
categorizing these words. 

Once this code number, and any grammar cards which may have 
been lacking in the master form file have been added, the file is sub
mitted to GRM20 which tests the format of each card, and also checks 
that each entry on the cards is matched in the vertical list. card 
which does not meet the of GRM20 is written onto a 

file, with associated cards if necessary. A message de-
scribing the error is printed, and the rest of the file is checked. When 
the errors have been the reworked file is submitted and 
examined again the file must become 

Once the file is error-free, it, the vertical list and the master form 
file are submitted to GRM30, which adds the grammatical information 
to the vertical and updates the master form file by adding to it any 
grammar cards which were not already in it. 

",,,,o'n"l1m,,h,.,,, I information added to the vertical 
list is vertical list out in the 
form of a concordance GRM40. This concordance is 
proofread and further corrections are input to GRM50 which produces 
a corrected, updated vertical list and a report of corrections made. The 
new vertical list is then printed out in grammatical concordance 

corrected and so on until the file contains no errors. The 
vertical list is then ready for submission to the program which creates a 
search file a single record for each word containing the basic 

part of speech, and as many identification numbers as there are 
occurrences of the word. Graphs and tables are produced from this file. 
The vertical list with the information added is used to 
produce specialized concordances. 
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The second subsystem sets up the theme lists against which the 
search files are compared (See Table 3). The first step in this system is 
to consult the ten synonym dictionaries existing for the French lan
guage; the synonyms for the theme word are noted and copied into a 
data file. SYNIO checks the file for errors. After these have been 
manually corrected, the file is resubmitted to SYNIO, then to SYN20 
which eliminates duplicate entries of a synonym, alphabetizes the file, 
and provides a print out of the compressed file. The file is then 
manually corrected and updated, and resubmitted to SYN20 for a fur
ther check. This is the primary synonym list. Other files produced in 
the same way and containing all the synonyms of each word in this 
primary list comprise the secondary synonym lists. 

Table 3 System for Creation of Theme lists 
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When the and ~"'I,;UUUdl'y 

duced and corrected, are merged to create the theme 
list properly speaking. This is a list of an the words as 
"'''I",lnT," a specified theme. SYN30 operates much the same as SYN20 
except that it adds a code to each record, whether it is a 

or secondary synonym. This makes it possible to weiah the 
significance of the evocations of a theme. 

The theme wgeuler with the search files or the vertical lists 
in the final section of the system, the and distri-

bution tables, the and the concordances which are 
the end products for which we constructed the whole system. We are 
confident that these aids will more 
thorough and objective analysis of French texts than has hitherto been 
possible. Once a good number of such analyses have been carried out on 
many different works of literature, it should be possible to determine 
thresholds of frequency beyond which a theme can automatically be 
considered to be important. At that development may be suffi-
ciently advanced to the use of statistical approaches. 

PROPOSITIONS AS LINGUISTIC ENTITIES 
Theodore Messenger, University of North Dakota 

has been the so-called A perennial issue among 
"problem of universals." Recent losophers of have been dis-

this problem in the ,/.'_11_ terms: "To what sort of 
"A 

sentences bundles of sound 
may be termed true or false. 

maintain that these 
At the present 

one reason that the 
uagmems are hard.ly in 

term connotes 
connotes logical fan-to modern formal 

tasticality. Nominalism and realism (or 
have their advocates. On the side of 
LM. [1]andW.&M.Kneale[2]. 

however, each 
propositions, one may cite 

the opponents of propo-
sitions, are B. Mates r31 and W. V. 
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In this paper, I want to argue in favor of a class of entities which it 
seems most appropriate to call "propositions," to this extent opposing 
the nominalists. But I also want to maintain that the predicates 'true' 
and 'false' as applying to propositions must either be abandoned or 
allowed to mean something different from what they mean for 
sentences - a suggestion the realists might not overcome. My thesis is 
this: If we start where Quine does - with sentences, and respect - as he 
appears to do - Peirce's distinction between tokens and types, then we 
must question Quine's opinion that propositions "at best ... give us 
nothing the sentences will not give." It seems to me, frankly, that 
sentences "give" us more than Quine wants to accept. 

Quine says that, just as a sentence may admit of both a true and 
false utterance (= "verbal performance"), so it may admit of both a 
true and false inscription (presumably, "scribal performance"). But 
exactly what is here being performed? What is a sentence? We may find 
out, I think, by speaking not of "performance," but of "production." 
If sentences are verbally or scribaUy produced, they are a species of 
humanly and individually fashioned implements; they are, in a word, 
aItefacts. Men fashion them in conventional ways, from conventionally 
prescribed materials, to do conventional jobs. Learning a language con
sists in learning these conventions, and, more specifically, in learning 
how to make and use sentences. 

"In Peirce's terminology," Quine continues, "utterances and 
inscriptions are tokens of the sentence or other linguistic expression 
concerned, and this linguistic expression is the type of these utterances 
and inscriptions." This is, of course, Charles Saunders Peirce, according 
to whom [4], a "Type" is a "definitely significant Form," and a 
"Token" is a "Single or "Single event" which, the 
type, is a of the latter, and thereby of the object the type signifies. 
We must not be misled by the word 'Form'. What the tokens of a single 
type share is not a common shape, but a common use. We inevitably 
indicate this use when we speak of the tokens as of the same 
type. This suggests that its type is precisely a token's conventional job. 

Let us consider briefly some properties of the conventional job of 
an everyday implement. The conventional prupose of a knife is to cut 
(divide smoothly) substances which range along a certain portion of the 
hard-soft continuum. The more precise limits of the range will depend 
on the texture and the amount of the substance to be cut. A surgeon's 

a cook's paring-knife, and a barber's razor have different con-
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ventional jobs, and, different skills of their users. 
Each variety of knife is a means of a certain kind of 
What a knife is and what it is meant to do are defined. A 
knife is used when it does one of its conventional and 
when this iob can be recognized as the one intended bv the user. 

analogy, what a sentence is and what it is meant to do are 
defined. Just as there are different kinds of there 

are different kinds of sentences. And as different kinds of knives 
n<>1rt-,...,,", the same job (a for ""'"''LlL''''', 

as a so can different sentences. One such is that of 
denoting facts. This conventional job, I suggest, is what we to 
mean by a proposition. It is a fact, to take Quine's that 2<5. 
The sentence '2<5' conventionally denotes this fact, though, as 
remarks, the conventions might be different, Le., the same 
symbols might have had or might yet come to have some other 
Other sentences - '5>2', '2 is less than 5', etc. - have the same 
i.e., express the same proposition. The physical shape of a sentence is 
its "formal cause," its conventional is its "final cause." Or in 
Peircean categories, whereas a sentence's physical shape is a kind of 
"Firstness," its conventional job is a "Thirdness." 

If this is how we are to understand propositions, it will follow 
that the terms 'true' and 'false' will have different meanings as those 
terms are applied to propositions or to sentences. A sentence will be 
used correctly when it is performing one of its conventional jobs and 
when we can recognize that this was the job the producer of the sen
tence intended for it. If its job is that of denoting a fact, then a 

used sentence is true. A false sentence denotes a non-fact. 
are either authentic or inauthentic. In the latter 

case, there may be no such or there may be no such job e.g., the 
(like Archimedes' plan to move the earth) may be 

impossible. But when there is a fact which various sentences can 
actually denote, and when it is their conventional job to denote this 

we can that job a proposition and say that the proposition is true. 

1 Copi, LM. Symbolic Logic. Second edition, New York, 1965, pp. 2[ 

2 Kneale, W. & M. The Development of Logic, Oxford, 1962, pp. 49f. 

3 Mates, B. Elementary Logic, New York, 1965, pp. 8ff. 

4 Peirce, C.S. Collected Papers. 8 vols. Ed. C. Hartshorne, P. Weiss, and A.W. 
Burks, Cambridge, Mass., 1931-58, iv. 537. 
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5 Quine, W.V. Philosophy of Logic Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1970, ch. I, esp. 
pp. 10 and 13. 

NONRESTRICTIVE AND RESTRICTIVE FEATURES 
IN ICELANDIC SYNTAX 
Haraldur Bessason, The University of Manitoba 

Examples of the subordination of ai1-clauses, nonrestrictive/restrictive 
adjectivals, and some deep-level adjustments: 

(1) hann sar (ao) ag kern 
(he sees (observes visually) (that) I am coming) 

(2) hann heldur, (a/1) eg komi 
(he thinks (that) I will be coming) 

(3) lIhann ser ekki ao eg kern neitt beint inn urn dyrnar 

(lIhe does not see (observe visually) that I am coming at all 
straight through the door) 

(4) hannheldurekki, (ao) eg komi neitt inn urn dyrnar 
(he does not think (that) I will be coming at all through the 
door) 

(5) petta er ekki / veikur / ma<lur 
(this is not / a sick / man) 

(6) petta er ekki / veiki maburinn / 
(this is not I the sick man / 

(7) Hann sagai "eg fer pangao a morgun" 
(he said: "I am going there tomorrow") 

(8) Eg fullyr3i, ad hann kemur hingao i dag 
(I can say for certain ilia he is coming here today) 

(9) Eg fuUyr(li, a/5 hann komi hingaa i dag 
(1 can say for certain that he will be coming here today) 

In an extended version of this paper it is suggested that noun 
phrase clauses with the subordinator (ao) (cf. example (1») are non
restrictive in the same way as adjectives (with the morphological marker 
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strong are nonrestrictive ). the same 
token it is contended that (af:})2 + subj. 
for restrictive clauses as ",rlll""'ir"">~ 

of weak adjectives) are restrictive. Restrictiveness 
certain utterance is a contextual mooring by placing it against the 
negating background of its own converse. The converse 
may also be described. as an alternative, i.e. veiki ma(Jurinn sick 

as a """~'''.<U'I 
restrictive phrases form a construction of fused. rather than discrete 

and this kind of fusion may be said to represent a 
structural level. In to reduce the definition to a state-
ment revealing universal componential features or meaning 
one may use the expression that a certain thing is this but not the other 
alternative. 

Expression 

'a negation-blocking 

quality' i (ha,) 

(ad) 

cootonl 
(bears 

'an observation or statement 
of fact' 

Figure 1 

'a negation

absorbing quality' 

(has) 

(ad) + subj. 1 (b,a" upon) 

'a degree of 
assumption' 

Figure 1 shows some universal features of nonrestrictive and 
restrictive contexts. Figures 2 and 3 further elaborate these features. 
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NONRESTRICTIVENESS 

a) main clause + a noun phrase 
clause with the subordinator 

(ai'l) 

b) noun head + a nonrestrictive 
adjectival 

Formal features: 
negation-blocking qualities 

Semantico-syntactic features: 

a composite construction under
stood as a non-contrastive lineal 
order of events or phenomena 
represented by discrete linguistic 

units 

Figure 2 

NONRESTRICTIVE RESTRICTIVE ----r-l 
(a) a,J"cOgnitive basis 

of discrete (or 
fused 4 units) a 
seman tic pre
requisite 

(b) an attributive 
to head relation 
(discrete or fused), 
a grammatical 
feature 

Figure 3 

RESTRICTIVENESS 

a) main clause + a noun phrase 
(ao) + subj. clause 

b) noun head + a restrictive 
adjectival 

Formal features: 
negation-absorbing qualities 

Semantico-syntactic features: 

a (partly mentalistic) contrast 
of affirmative and negative 
alternatives implying a previous 
filtering through the "medium 
of language.,,3 

(c)~a (partly mentalistic) 
contrast of affirmative and 
negative alternatives (this 
feature presupposes a kind 
of fusion referred to in 
(a) and (b) or "a phenomenon 
already filtered through the 
medium of language,,)5 ,a 
semantico-syntactic feature 

Example (7) presents a direct quotation, example (8) a paranel state
ment, and (9) an indirect quotation. The continuing adjustments within 
the direct quotation and the subordinate clauses in examples (7) to 
not only involve a contrast between (ao) and (ao) + subj., but adjust
ments within the nodes of pronounS' (eg-> hann), verb phrases (fer-> 
kemur -> komi) and adverbs (a morgun -> i dag). If one tries to incorpor
ate this information into a rewrite rule for the subordinators of noun 
phrase clauses with (a6), and if one takes into account that restrictive
ness (r) implies a relatively deep level of subordination as is the case 
with the reflexive. pronouns (P) in contrast with the third person pro
noun, the fonowing rewrite rule is in order: 

SUb~{ (at\) 
( (a{) + subj. ) r ) 

Figure 4 

C- --, } (S p) .... --, 
+ S P 

concomitant deep-features 
+ (adjustments within the 

nodes of 'participant', pro
cess', and circumstance.) 

Finally, one may present a special diagram showing the par
allelisms of (7), (8), and (9) as the three stages from which the Reporter 
may select his level of expression (cL Figure 5). 

Stage I - noninvolvement direct quotation 

THE 

REPORTER Stage II - minimum involvement statement 

I 

Stage III - maximum involvement 

~r-
L--

indirect quotation 
(mental processing) 

Figure 5 
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These three stages not only show different degrees of involvement on 
the part of the Reporter, but Stage III (also designated as the mental 
processing level) shows the Reporter in the role of a medium, through 
whom a direct connection is established with Stage 1. Stage II accom
modates nonrestrictive units, whereas Stage III, which is in fact a com
bination of Stages I and II, presupposes the use of restrictive units. The 
above summary shows only one of many ways in which it can be shown 
that nonrestrictive/restrictive deep level structures are explicitly marked 
in Icelandic. 

transformations play an important part in examples (3) to (6); the 
elements are either ekki (not) or ekki-neitt (not anything, not at all). 

2 Notice ao is enciosed in parentheses to indicate optional use. 

3 Cf. Halliday, "Language Structure and Language Function." New Horizons in 
Linguistics (ed. J. Lyon). Harmondsworth 1970, pp. 153-154. The asterics in (3) 
denote ungrammaticaJity, i.e. a(; blocks negation, whereas a() + subj. absorbs it. 

4 'fused' units belong in the 'Restrictive category'. 

5 This previous 'filtering' is of course quite obvious in the instance of both 
restrictive adjectivaJs and subordinate clauses with (a(}) + subj. The slashes in (5) 
and (6) also show the scope of the negation. 
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